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Dear Colleagues,

Open Banking and Instant Payments are a match made in 
heaven. They are an integral and well established part in the 
banking landscape. Open Banking and Instant payments 
have proved to be a powerful combination, fostering 
payments innovation and contributing to widespread 
disruption of the banking and payments marketplace.

Open banking provides third-party financial service providers 
open access to consumer banking, transaction, and other 
financial data from banks and non-bank financial institutions 
through the use of APIs whereas Strong Customer 
Authentication (SCA) has already been introduced in EU to 
reduce fraud and make those online transactions more 
secure. Although we are already pass the set PSD2 deadline 
but it’s still far from full enforcement. Soft decline staged 
approaches have been introduced by many different national 
competent authorities in order to allow for a transition phase 
before the full PSD2 2021 enforcement.

Instant payments initiatives was initially centred around 
domestic retail payments but with raising expectations it has 
evolved into the Corporate, B2B segment and Cross-Border 
space. Besides regulations, (such as PSD2) are also driving 
more momentum and adding new business models.

We are therefore merging two of our leading shows – 2nd 
Annual Open Banking & SCA Forum and 5th Annual Instant 
Payments Summit, for a combined virtual summit which will 
uncover ways on how banks can leverage OB and Instant 
payments for increasing their revenues, attract new 
customers, open themselves up to new collaborations to fend 
off the growing competition.

This unique event will be jointly represented by 35+ leading 
speakers and it aims to gather about ~250-300 qualified 
attendees (mostly from banks, regulators, merchants, 
corporates and innovative FinTech companies) who are 
looking to stay ahead of the curve.

We invite you to come participate and engage at this unique 
virtual symposium.

Warm welcome!

Parry Batta
Conference Director
Email: parry@kinfos.co.uk
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Senior Executive | TBC

Conference Chair’s Opening Remarks

SESSION 1     Setting the stage - future-proof

SESSION 2

9:20

CONFERENCE DRAFT AGENDA

FOCUS DAY - OB & SCA  

Senior Executives | TBC

Open Banking: current state of play in Europe? 
How far the global banking is opening up?
How the global pandemic has accelerated Open Banking in Europe?
How shift in the consumer demand & behavioural patterns are driving evolution?
Has OB succeeded in bridging the gap between banks and consumers?
How BREXIT has impacted OB implementation? 
Where do banks in European Economic Area stand post the EBA’s SCA deadline?
Impact of FCA’s extension of the SCA deadline in the UK.
How SCA has impacted the banking experience?
To what extent banks have been able to balance security with customer experience?
Taking a gander beyond Open Banking and its future, Open Finance.
How does innovation of Open Banking present a regulatory risk?
OB for transparent verification of users’ data and daily transactions.
Why Open Banking is much more than a compliance exercise?
What kind of enforcement challenges does OB regimes raise?
What are banks’ latest strategies for deploying APIs?
The API economy: How banks can scale quickly by leveraging APIs?
What are the potential risks of the evolving API Economy?
Dealing with Standardisation, Interoperability and Harmonisation of APIs.
What are the forces behind API adoption?
Behavioural biometrics for increased security and fraud prevention
How 3DS V2 will be a corner stone for authenticating transactions in the background?
Reinvention of sovereign money as private money goes digital.

What are the early impacts of SCA on payments across EEA?10:35   

SCA enforcement by local authorities throughout the European Economic Area
What is the soft declines rate during the ramp-up period?
Why there is lower 3DS2 adoption in some markets?
What is the level of impact on the customer experience?

How Banks & merchants preparing for SCA rollout in the UK?10:55 

Vilmos Lorincz | Managing Director | Lloyds Bank

Where do banks in the UK stand with regards to the extended SCA final deadline?
Need for creating phased implementation plan and critical path with all stakeholders
Continued preparatory activities such as robust end-to-end testing. 
What will be the consequences for failing the deadline?

Retail banks’ struggle with shedding legacy systems.12:05 

Are banks likely to take on the role of coordinators, rather than authoritarians?
Is the line between the financial and tech sectors getting increasingly blurred?
Emergence of new vendors, who will solely focus on the interoperability of 
platformification services.
Do banks need to look beyond simply expending more on technology?

SCA: What exactly is going to change in UK?12:25 

Antonio Barzachki | Policy Expert (Retail Payments) | European Banking 
Authority

With SCA’s implementation in UK, how the payments dynamic will change?
How user experience will be affected with 3DS1 and the induction to SCA?
What are the downsides of SCA?
How the strategies of UK & EU align with the introduction to SCA?

Platformification and open banking opportunity for banks12:45 

John Walsh | Head of Domestic Payments & Receivables & Product Devept. 
EMEA | Citi

Gian Battista | Head of Digital Payments and Services | Intesa Sanpaolo

Richard Aernout | Deputy Head of Service SESAM | Banque de France

Latest update on open banking and platformication initiatives?
Why has the pandemic accelerated the need for platform banking solutions in 
Europe?
Why Platformification is a potential seismic shift in the market
What does the future hold for the trend? 

13:30 

13:45

Morning Power Panel9:30

11:10        Virtual Networking and Coffee Break
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SESSION 3

13:00 Virtual Networking & Lunch Break

Senior Executive | TBC

Conference Chair’s Closing Remarks14:00

DAY 1  24th MARCH
Raiffeisen Group's Open Banking Journey11:45 

Andrea Cintulova | Group Product Owner | Raiffeisen Bank 

What is the big picture of Open Banking in Raiffeisen Group? Open API vision & 
innovation strategy.
Our Open Banking journey started with PSD2 – implementation overview, key 
milestones, Raiffeisen Developer portals.
Does PSD2 have any finish line? Current state of play in Europe – EBA Opinion 
published in June 2020 has brought new insights, further developments required.
Future of Open Banking – banks have to look beyond PSD2 as pure compliance 
exercise. Raiffeisen API Marketplace & premium use cases.

Future of Open banking

Having achieved regulatory compliance, banks require a paradigm shift in viewing 
Open Banking as an opportunity
Banks should focus beyond compliance to meet the demands of the new ecosystem.
How banks can create more diversified and differentiated value propositions
Non-bank players Vs traditional banks – who have succeed in maintaining their 
dominance?
How Banks can aggregate and distribute their (customer) data and services beyond
the regulatory requirements in order to enrich their own product portfolio? 

Emile Hennequin | Open Banking Partnerships & Sales | ABN Amro

ABN AMRO’s current commercial API portfolio

The way we work
           Biz-dev-ops
           Product sales
Experience in the market
           Corporates dealing with APIs
           Use cases of corporates
Lessons learned
Our way ahead 2021-2023

Vincent Brennan | Head of Group Payments & BCM | Bank of Ireland

10:15  

Coming Soon...       

11:25 

Ranjit Balijepalli | Payments Optimisation | Stripe (Title Sponsor)

Adam Davies | Issuer Partnerships | Stripe (Title Sponsor)

Kannan Rasappan | CEO | Banfico (Keynote Sponsor)

Exploring different SCA access methods in PSD2 and its CX

Coming Soon...       

Coming Soon...       
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SESSION 1     Setting the stage

Real Time Reality using APIs and Open Banking10:35  

J.P. Morgan’s catalogue of API experiences
Emerging new commercial models
Open Banking – AISP and PISP solutions for Corporate Banking
J.P.Morgan Onyx – brief overview
Client Case Study – Autoneum or Unilever

OB & IP for Digital Transformation of customer journeys10:55  

Combining  IP & OB for a perfect frictionless and safe user experience
How banks could adopt Instant Payments in an open ecosystem?
Getting a grip on PSD2’s SCA – how to handle friction while providing unrivalled user 
experience?
How banks can balance between user experience and higher authentication through 
SCA?

Effect of PSD2 on PayTech Sector11:50  

Senior Executive | TBC

How did PSD2 affect the development of the PayTech sector?
What role friendly public environment, regulatory sandboxes, play in effectively 
stimulating PayTech entrepreneurship in a country? 
Do the patterns of using traditional banking payment instruments – payment cards, 
credit transfers, and direct debits – influence the development of the PayTech sector

FRAUD PREVENTION WITH 3DS212:10  

Senior Executive | TBC

Mario A Benedict | Head of APIs and Open Banking, EMEA- Digital Solutions, 
Wholesale Payments | JPMorgan Chase & Co.

How is 3DS2 technology specifically designed to comply with the SCA requirements 
and overcome the shortcomings of the original 3DS1?
How more data can help with greater authentication accuracy through 3DS2?
What we can learn from Denmark and the UK, currently some of the best at 
preventing card frauds based on 3DS2 regulations?
Who stands to benefit the most from 3DS2 and SCA?
What is the future of 3DS2 with the use of biometrics during these contactless times?

Balancing customer experience and security in Open Banking 12:30  

Senior Executive | TBC

Senior Executive | TBC

Senior Executive | TBC

How has the impact of SCA affected customer experience?
How potent is the risk of abandonment by consumers facing multiple authentication 
steps?
How can banks diminish risk and build customer trust while remaining compliant?
How does risk based authentication eliminate the payment journey friction?

How banks and FinTechs can collaborate to harness Post-Covid 
Opportunities?

13:30 

Senior Executive | TBC

Rebuilding product & delivery model in Post-Covid era?
How platformication would provide much needed flexibility in OB Post-Covid? 
OB can help FinTechs & Banks in building sustainable business post-covid?
How partnerships with FinTechs enable better customer support mechanism?

Interoperability in B2B Transactions13:45  

What are the biggest challenges in Cross-border B2B payments?
Would opening up national payment networks on a global scale could threaten to 
destabilize domestic payment system?
How banks can clear the decks of regulatory complexity with automation in 
compliance for B2B transactions?
Cross-border payment transactions fulfilled by a network of interconnected systems

Senior Executives | TBC

Instant payments and open banking a match made in heaven?
How IP and OB sets a strong foundation for a widening array of new, innovative 
services?
How FIs can unleash the full power of this combination?
A unified ecosystem that brings these 2 monolithic areas together 
How easy or difficult it will be to organize OB & IP together?
To what extent organizational changes will be required?
Is there a real business value of open banking in combination with instant payments?
How Rabobank leverages the agile combination of Instant + Open Payments for Rapid 
ROI?
What will be right mix to combine OB& IP together in long run? 
When we will see a true value of OB implementation?
What we can learn from OpenBanking UK and their Faster Payments scheme?
How Regulation has driven Faster Payments and Open Banking in the UK
FCA’s decision to delay SCA implementation in UK: Impact beyond borders?
How it effects UK business collecting a payment in EEA?
What are the risks posed by lack of preparation by FIs due to BRIXIT?
How banks can limit the impact caused by lack of unified approach (EEA) in the EBA 
Opinion?
How is PSD2 SCA paving way for PSD3 for instant payments?
How has the pandemic led to an unprecedented spike in fraud and phishing attacks?
Impact of the pandemic on reduced industry capacity to implement SCA?
What is the future of 3DS2 (with biometrics) during these contactless times?
What are the upcoming trends in Open Banking and SCA in Post-Covid Era?
How banks can achieve compliance with PSD2 SCA for instant payments?
What are the new consumption patterns in driving big spending through OB?
Role of technology (cloud, APIs, ISO 20022, instant payments) in delivering new 
benefits?
How FI’s can monetize from the convergence of instant payments with open banking?
How is the combination of IP & OB affecting European payment market?
What role 2FA plays in instant payments? 
Ways OB & SCA can help equip banks and the ecosystem for better consumer 
experience?
Will Open Banking result in a modularised product and service offering?
Will Open Banking result in a single EU-wide dominant platform?
How multiple players and platforms will coexist in the future market?

Opening Power Panel9:30

Senior Executive | TBC

Conference Chair’s Opening Remarks9:20

SESSION 3

13:00 Virtual Networking & Lunch Break

Senior Executive | TBC

Conference Chair’s Closing Remarks14:00 

SESSION 2

11:15        Virtual Networking and Coffee Break

OB & Instant Payments  DAY 2  25th MARCH

Vincent Brennan | Head of Group Payments & BCM | Bank of Ireland

Phil Hong | EMEA Digital Channels Head, Treasury & Trade Solutions | Citi

Unlocking the full potential of open banking with instant payments10:15  

How FIs can leverage Instant Payments and OB for increasing revenues, attracting 
new customers?
How banks must act now in order to become disruptors rather than disrupted?
Various Proofs of concept (PoCs) that bring Open Banking and Instant Payments 
together
Key Benefits: combine resources, combine ideas, making the customer journey as 
smooth as possible

Reserved for Sponsor | TBC

Open Banking Affordability Solutions - Buy Now Pay Later segment11:30  

What is Point-of-sale financing? How it helps consumer and vendor, both?
How open banking helps providers work out affordability approvals and debt 
recovery?
How personal financial management helps in understanding spending patterns?
How expenditure profiles can alter consumer behaviour?

Reserved for Sponsor | TBC



Masha Cilliers | Specialist Partner (Associate) | Be | Shaping the Future UK

Conference Chair’s Opening Remarks

SESSION 1     Setting the Stage

9:20

CONFERENCE DRAFT AGENDA

Javier Santamaría Navarrete | Chairperson | European Payments Council

Senior Executives | TBC

What is the existing Instant payments landscape in Europe?
How domestic Instant Payments has been faired across Europe?
How to make instant payments the new normal in EEA?
Latest update on TIPS participation rules for (PSPs) and (ACHs) pan-European reach?
What is needed to improve the interconnectedness of infrastructures involved in the 
clearing and settlement of instant payments?
How FIs are using TIPS to ensure pan-European reachability?
What shall ACH instant payment settlements shall move from TARGET2 to TIPS?
Are there any potential credit exposure for cross-ACH transactions?
What is preventing EEA to achieve a full roll-out of instant payments?
How the pandemic has contributed to the implementation of Instant Payments?
FLIK, a Slovenian domestic payment scheme for instant payments.
What developments related to the SCT Inst scheme expected in 2021?
Latest on European Single Market Infrastructure Gateway (ESMIG)? 
Key challenges faced by the banks in implementing instant payments? 
How banks are dealing with them differently to overcome common challenges?
How ECB and CPMI aims to improve the cyber resilience of the euro area financial 
sector? 
What are the added values of IP at the point of sale (POS)?
How the speed of technological changes could act as a challenge for the payment 
industry?
How the European market is dealing with Authorized push payment (APP) fraud ?
What are the benefits offered by instant payments to corporates and recipients?
How banks, infrastructures and regulators can work together to tackle instant 
payment fraud?
What opportunity does Instant payments have for non-bankers?
New developments we can expect - related to the SCT Inst in 2021?
EBA's Request to Pay: What does it mean for instant payments?
Latest update on SCT Inst and Request-to-Pay Implementation Guidelines 
The challenges of ISO 20022 migration.
How FIs can modernize instant payments through AI and Machine Learning?
How customer needs and behaviours have evolved in the changing payments 
landscape?
What do we expect on Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)? Digital Euro?
Will R2P boost appetite for instant payments?
How EU and UK can align their R2P plans?
Will automation of payments risks be exposing sensitive consumer data?
Does infrastructure size matter for the delivery of R2P?
What is SEPA Proxy Lookup scheme?
Technical interoperability of MSCTs based on payee & payer -presented data

SEPA Request-to-Pay scheme10:35   

The SRTP scheme covers the set of operating rules and technical elements (including 
messages) that allow a Payee to request the initiation of a payment from a Payer in a 
wide range of physical or online use cases. In this keynote session you will hear from 
Javier Santamaría Navarrete, Chairperson of the European Payments Council will 
speak about the How R2P can complement to the payment flow and future evolution 
of SEPA Request-to-Pay scheme.

Harnessing Request-to-pay to expand Instant Payment10:55 

Xavier Herrero | Manager Operations Groups | CaixaBank

How far we have reached in accomplishing Instant Payments in Europe?
How we can further expand Instant Payments in Europe?
What role R2P can play in giving a boost to Instant Payments?
How banks can implement a successful request to pay scheme ?

ISO 20022- Changing the face of Payments11:50 

Senior Executive | TBC

A unified approach to ISO 20022 migration across the globe? long term benefits 
through flexibility and innovations in financial sector?
What is the ISO 20022 migration mandates?
How Banks can enable the sending and receiving of ISO 20022 messages and usage 
of the ISO 20022 enhanced data throughout the transaction lifecycle for sanctions 
screening, AML monitoring, reporting and reconciliation?
What are the operational, infrastructural, and technical challenges of this migration?

How Instant Payments has evolved in the Nordics? 12:10 

Martin Georgzen | Chief Strategy Officer and Head of Business Execution | P27 
Nordic Payments

Jenny Winther | Secretary General | Nordic Payments Council
Jenny Winther | Secretary General | Nordic Payments Council

Latest updates from Nordic Payments Council and P27
What is the current uptake of P27 within the Nordics region?
How far P27 has been successful in solving the fragmented clearing and settlement 
environment across the Nordics?
Building a standardised payment system across which can which is aligned on 
standards with the SEPA region.

Cross-border payments in Europe and beyond12:30 

Senior Executive | TBC

How is inter-connectivity can be maintained between different cross-border IPs?
In what ways can regulations help in equal treatment of citizens in both countries?
How are cross border Euro payments aligned with domestic currency (ex-Swedish 
Krona) with no disparity between both countries?
Will the cross-border initiatives put additional burden on the banks? 
How cross-border and supply chain finance services have accelerated cooperation 
among countries due to the current pandemic?

Harmonising the payments in the Nordics, toward Europe and beyond?12:50 

Solving a fragmented payments infrastructure
The role of the Nordic Payments Council
Status and latest updates from the Nordic Payments Council

Instant Payments- A guide for corporates13:30 

Elena Gomez | Global Domestic Payments Product Manager, Director, Treasury 
and Trade Solutions | Citi

How API technology can be used to stimulate real-time connectivity and interactive 
collaboration between corporate/ businesses?
Instant Payments existing and future added functionalities.
How Instant payments combined with DLT is used to reduce payment processing 
service errors?
Future developments.

European vision on retail payments13:50 

Ronan Hughes | Principal Architect for Core Banking and Group Manufacturing 
| Bank of Ireland

Need to ensure a pan-European reachability for instant payments and support 
innovative retail payment solutions.
What is MPL service (Mobile Proxy Look)? How it enables TIPS to execute an instant 
payment in favour of a beneficiary?
What are the opportunities and risks of retail CBDCs (Central bank Digital Currencies)?
How can CBDC achieve its goals without compromising other central bank objectives 
such as price stability and financial stability?
With the ISO 20022 migration, what will cross -border payments look like in future?

Opening Power-Panel - Setting the stage - PANEL QUESTIONS9:30

Kinfos Events Ltd.Copyrights©: 2021-22

SESSION 3

13:10 Virtual Networking & Lunch Break

Conference Chair’s Closing Remarks14:10 

14:20 

SESSION 2

11:15        Virtual Networking and Coffee Break Conference Ends

FOCUS DAY - Instant Payments DAY 3  26th MARCH

Masha Cilliers | Specialist Partner (Associate) | Be | Shaping the Future UK

Masha Cilliers | Specialist Partner (Associate) | Be | Shaping the Future UK 
(Moderator)

Impact of pandemic on instant payments10:15  

How the consumer preferences have changed during?
Why cash still remains as the king for small retail transactions?
Has pandemic served as a catalyst, accelerating digital transitions?
Is the trend likely to reverse once the pandemic is over?   

Reserved for Sponsor | Finastra 

Instant finance - Digital lending revolution?11:30 
Why does digital financing have an end-to-end journey but with limited scope?
With domestic instant payments close to reality will it lead to Instant finance? 
Can “time to decision” for credit be brought down to seconds?
At POS - Advanced analytics of rich risk data can be used to generate simplified 
financial statements, affordability ratios, customer- and supplier-concentration 
analyses in real time for instant credit.

Reserved for Sponsor | TBC

Javier Santamaría Navarrete | Chairperson | European Payments Council


